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After six years of study, brewing, and 
planning, Yazan Karadsheh is almost ready 

to open Carakale, Jordan’s only microbrewery
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ight after he graduated 
from the University of 
Colorado with an engi-
neering degree he didn’t 
want but dutifully earned, 

Yazan Karadsheh was hired to work for the 
oil and natural gas extraction company 
Halliburton, the corporate bogeyman of 
the American invasion of Iraq. As a native 
Arabic speaker whose English is inflected 
with American hipster, Karadsheh earned 
an outsized paycheck for a twenty-two-year-
old. For the start of a long training process, 
one aimed at a career with ever-increasing 
wages, he was sent to Rock Springs, 
Wyoming, an isolated mining town little 
changed since the days of the Wild West 
that squats on a wind-beaten desert steppe. 
He hated the place, the people, and espe-
cially the job. “I saw the oil rigs at night 

R and it’s disgusting,” he says as we drive 
through Amman’s Khalda neighborhood.

At every chance, he took off for his 
college home in Colorado, fleeing along 
the narrow highways that lead from one 
of the most desolate places in the United 
States to one of the most stunning. On 
one of these escapes a herd of mustangs 
raced out of the desert. The free-roaming, 
feral horses galloped only meters from his 
car. Karadsheh fosters a strong belief in 
the unknown that borders on mystical; he 
believes in signs and follows them. He felt 
sure the horses, with their uncut manes 
and wild tails, were helping him run away.

After six weeks working for Halliburton, 
he quit.

That was six years ago, and most every 
decision Karadsheh has made since was so 
he could make this drive out of Amman to 

a small industrial park near Fuheis where, 
for a year now, he has been building a 
microbrewery. “The second I left Hallibur-
ton,” he says, “everything fell into place.” 
With Taybeh Brewing in the West Bank 
and 961 Brewing in Lebanon, his will be 
just the third microbrewery in the region. 

It’s difficult to imagine Karadsheh in 
a hardhat and suit on an oil field. Except 
for an olivewood pendant in the shape of 
Jordan, his regular outfit of jeans, scuffed 
brogues, and a white T-shirt under a well-
worn cardigan, when matched with his 
coiffed hair, aviators, and Rock Hudson 
jaw, give him the air of a New York beatnik.

Karadsheh parks outside a prefabri-
cated hangar set on a cliff overlooking a 
deep, sharply cut wadi that winds out to 
the Jordan River Valley. After weeks of 
rain, a Scottish-like greenery and cottony 
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Just four ingredients—malted barley, 
hops, yeast, and, most importantly, 
water—create beer, taking weeks or 
months to become a finished drink. Big 
beer companies often use corn and rice or 
use heavily processed ingredients, such 
as malt syrup, to make their products, 
artificially shortening the fermentation 
process to churn out a batch in mere days. 
In craft brewing, that’s all verboten.

The Mash
In a huge tank called 
a mash tun, malted 
barley (sometimes 
wheat or rye) steeps 
in hot water for about 
an hour, creating a 
sweet, lumpy liquid 
called wort that looks 
and smells like hot 
cereal.

Lautering
The wort is lautered, 
draining it out of the 
mushy grain. Carakale’s 
brewmaster, Yazan 
Karadsheh, plans to 
give the grain to local 
shepherds.

Boiling
The wort boils in another 
tank where hops are 
added, providing much of 
beer’s bitter and citrusy 
flavors. The beer is then 
quickly cooled.

Fermentation
The cooled liquid is put 
into a giant cylinder 
to begin the long 
fermentation process. 
Here, the brewer adds 
yeast, which feeds on 
the sugars to produce 
alcohol and C02. This 
takes about three 
weeks for ales and two 
months for lagers.

Filtration
another tank filters 
the yeast out of 
the beer.

Bottling
The finished beer goes 
into bottle, cans, or 
kegs and to your glass. 

Mash Tun

BREW OF THE BESTfog drape the scene. Karadsheh 
gazes over the wadi and cracks his 
half-cocked smile. Whenever he tells 
someone about his brewery project, 
he mentions the view.

The open room inside the hangar 
could nearly hold half a football 
pitch. Large tanks that brew, boil, 
cool, ferment, and carbonate beer sit 
stacked against a wall or lie haphaz-
ardly over half the tile floor. One 
critical tank, a sort of giant pot called 
a mash tun, was sawed in half for 
shipment and its two pieces lie on 
either side of the hangar, awaiting 
the arrival of a master welder from 
the Chinese metalwork company that 
made it. The other half of the floor 
contains a bottling machine and a 
pasteurizer Karadsheh regrets buying 
and debates using (pasteurization ex-
tends the life of bottled beer but can 
degrade its flavor, a similar problem 
faced by artisanal cheese makers). 
Once the mash tun is reassembled, 
all the machinery can be connected. 
He reluctantly admits he’s spent into 
seven figures on all this.

The seven-meter-tall, cylindrical 
fermentation tanks are still covered 
in protective plastic wrap from their 
recent trip from China. Karadsheh 
and a worker strip off the sheets and, 
as a good hundred meters of wrapping 
surrounds him, even engulfs him 
for a moment, he says, “It’s just like 
another Christmas.”

He stands back and looks at the row 
of six tanks. With the plastic gone, the 
room looks less like a warehouse and 
more like a brewery. Since returning 
to Jordan, it’s taken Karadsheh three 
years to get to this point. He hopes 
it will be just three months more, in 
time for summer barbeques, before 
these tanks pour out the first beers 
of his first, and Jordan’s only, craft 
brewery. He named it Carakale after 
the caracal, the plume-eared wild 
cat native to Jordan. The misspelling 
winks to aficionados about the beer 
Karadsheh will make—ales, a type 
nearly impossible to find here.

In the realm of beer, there are two 
great tribes: ale and lager. Lagers 
hail from Central Europe, especially 
Germany and the Czech Republic, 
and are made with cold-loving yeasts. 
Dozens of families comprise many 
styles in the lager tribe, but the pilsner 

He hopes it 
will be just 
three months 
more, in time 
for summer 
barbeques, 
before these 
tanks pour 
out their 
first beers
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is king and the brew of all major beer 
companies from Amstel, Heineken, Stella, 
and Becks in Europe to Coors, Budweiser, 
and Corona in North America. Ales come 
from the British Isles and Belgium, and 
are made with warm-fermenting yeasts. 
(Beyond yeast, there is no fundamental 
difference between the two.) Though 
there are hundreds of styles, some obsidian 
black and chocolaty and others blonde 
and citrusy, for a long time the only well-
known ale was Guinness stout. In recent 
years, ales have erupted in popularity 
because of a craft brewing tradition that 
started in America just thirty years ago but 
rapidly created a beer culture that matches 
those of Belgium and Germany. 

That tradition created Carakale.

aradsheh attended university in 
Boulder, Colorado, a town at the 
base of the Rocky Mountains 

with enough Wild West history that one 
suburb is called Gunbarrel. It now carries 
a reputation as an open, liberal oasis in 
a conservative state. Karadsheh’s father, 
Marwan, insisted he major in engineering, 
which Karadsheh says meant four years of 
grinding, obedient study. A close friend, 
though, says the degree suited him and 
he spent long hours in labs working on 
projects. Through the course of school, 
the town became dear to Karadsheh. “The 
hiking, the bouldering, the hippies,” he 
says, naming a few of his favorite things. 
When he left his job at Halliburton he 
returned there rather than Jordan.

Just before graduating, Karadsheh went 
to a bookstore and, he says, a book fell on 
him. It was on world beers, so he flipped 
to Jordan, looking for the entry for Amstel. 
Nothing was there. Until then, he had 
thought Amstel originated in Jordan, not 
the Netherlands. Right then, somewhere 
in his brain, a few neurons must have 
connected (start, brewery, Jordan), and 
the synapses must have strengthened in 
Wyoming, because otherwise it doesn’t 
make sense why after quitting at Hallibur-

ton he walked into a home-brewing store 
and offered to work for free.

Within a few months, while quickly 
climbing the home-brewing pyramid 
(microwave brewing to stovetop beer-in-a-
bag to small-scale versions of commercial 
equipment with whole ingredients), a 
new idea emerged, one he shared with his 
father. Karadsheh enrolled in a prestigious 
master brewing program at the University 
of California, Davis. “One of the prereq-
uisites was an engineering degree. I was, 
like, ‘No way,’” he says.

“I never thought his engineering degree 
would be a waste of time,” Marwan says, 
which would sound like a fatherly “I told 
you so” if he didn’t then say, “His educa-
tion was an expansion of his horizons.”

After studying at UC Davis, Karadsheh 
returned to Colorado. Along with the West 
Coast states, it’s a hub of craft brewing. 
The state of five million has more than 
100 breweries, including the world’s larg-
est, and some of the most respected are 
in Boulder. Most of these are small and 
often run by one or two people. Karadsheh 
would show up at a microbrewery and of-
fer to work for free.

He apprenticed at two, including 
Upslope Brewing Company, then just two 
months old. Karadsheh says nearly every 
process, including moving the barley malt, 
was done exhaustingly hands-on, some-
times outside, once in a blizzard. 

This messy setup informs the organi-
zation of Carakale. “We worked for six 
months on the design, and I brewed so 
many batches in my head,” Karadsheh says 
as he explains how every decision sought 
to minimize labor and let him focus on 
the delicate processes of brewing. All the 
equipment was custom built in China’s 
Shandong province, “Where Confucian-
ism started,” Karadsheh says. 

Karadsheh only spent six months at Ups-
lope, but for one month he ran the entire 
production when brewmaster Daniel 
Pages went to Argentina to look after his 
brewery there. “He left really early with 

us,” Pages says. “It was a shame. I wish 
he could have stayed on with us longer, 
but he had to keep on his path.” Before 
he went, Karadsheh created a recipe for a 
dunkelweizen, which is German for dark 
wheat beer. Pages brewed it and entered it 
in the Great American Beer Festival, the 
largest beer competition in the world. It 
won a bronze medal. Karadsheh was back 
in Jordan when he heard the news.

aradsheh grew up in Amman, 
though he and two of his three 
brothers were born in Kuwait. 

His family fled just before Saddam Hus-
sein’s invasion. His father went back after 
the war, and during most of Karadsheh’s 
childhood in Jordan worked in Kuwait as 
an executive for a company that builds steel 
frame structures. Now living in Jordan, 
Marwan builds medium-sized office towers 
and is a partner with his son in Carakale.
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Karadsheh’s dunkelweizen 
won a bronze medal at 
the Great American Beer 
Festival, the largest beer 
competition in the world 
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A thin, fit man with elegant gray 
hair, Marwan shares his son’s relaxed 
but thought-out fashion sense, wearing 
frameless glasses, neat corduroys, a woven 
cloth belt, and a tweed jacket with wood 
buttons. During our interview, with 
Yazan sitting close by, he uses passionate 
repeatedly to describe his son. He says 
he believes in him, in his skills. “Not 
too many young people know what they 
want to do with their life,” he says. When 
Karadsheh enrolled at UC Davis, Marwan 
began educating himself on the brewing 
process, suppliers, and the permits they’d 
need. “I’m more the support, the anchor 
for him,” Marwan says.

A few weeks later, the three of us are 
sitting at a lunch spot in Fuheis with 
two of Marwan’s longtime friends—beer 
connoisseurs who know his son’s abilities. 
I ask what the biggest difficulty facing 
the brewery is. “Acceptance,” says one, 

meaning acceptance of an unfamiliar style 
of beer. “Price,” the other says. “People 
won’t want to pay more than they would 
for Becks.” He’s been on about Becks since 
we sat down, arguing with Marwan about 
the price of the German beer. “It won’t be 
more than Becks,” Marwan says for prob-
ably the fourth time. “Good,” the friend 
says. Then he looks at Karadsheh and says, 
“When they taste it, then they will be will-
ing to pay more.”

The first friend says, “Look, if a guy 
is at a bar by himself, he’ll buy Amstel 
because it’s cheaper. But if he’s with a girl, 
he’ll buy this beer.” That leads Marwan, 
me, and the two friends into a conversa-
tion about price points and what makes 
a status symbol. Does a dark, distinctive 
beer standout more? What about a unique 
glass? How full should it be? Karadsheh 
stays quiet, listening to our descent into 
extraneous minutiae.

He’s thought about all of these ques-
tions and so many more for years. Earlier 
in the day, he revisited the agonizing 
problem of what kind of bottle to use. 
Seems simple. A bottle’s a bottle. No, 
though. Green or clear glass let light into 
the beer, creating a skunky aroma. Karad-
sheh won’t consider those, so he holds two 
brown bottles, one darker and heftier than 
the other. That choice is easy: Go heavy 
to protect the beer. Karadsheh takes out a 
small digital scale and weighs the bottles. 
The heavy one weighs half again more. 
“Take a shipment of those, man, the price 
starts to go up,” he says.

These problems are simpler than those 
he faced navigating labyrinthine bu-
reaucracies to collect permits. In Boulder, 
people would stop Karadsheh in grocery 
stores to praise the beers he made. Here, 

Continued on page 76
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he’s spent hours in offices being ignored 
by people who don’t want to help his 
project. “It was hard going from a rock star 
to a harami,” or “a bad person,” he says. 
He spent one day arguing with a customs 
agent that hops aren’t a drug. Hops’ unfor-
tunate name in Arabic is hashish al dinar. 
For a long time these difficulties made 
him bitter toward Boulder, with feelings 
not unlike a jilted lover—he still adored 
it but couldn’t have it so curdled. He 
avoided contact with people there. Pages 
wanted to send Karadsheh his medal, but 
couldn’t get in touch until a year ago, 
around the time the hangar went up.

Throughout this long process, Karad-
sheh most often wrestled with one small 
yet critical question: What type of beer 
will I brew? An ale, yes, but ales have 
several dozen basic styles, each with near 
limitless variations. If he was brewing 
for his own taste, he would go nuts with 
a intensely, crisply bitter and flavorful 
style. But in a market where beer means 
something with very specific color, taste, 
and aroma, even a basic ale will seem 
radical. “I’ll start with something safe, not 
challenging,” Karadsheh says. “Later I can 
be Willy Wonka.”

He’s settled on a style called pale ale. 
In a glass, it looks similar to the pilsners 
here. The large amount of hops in pale 
ales creates a grapefruity aroma and the 
light bitterness is surprisingly refreshing. 
In addition to selling Carakale in liquor 
stores and restaurants, Karadsheh will 
serve more varied beers at the brewery in a 
taproom overlooking the wadi.

ince he left Colorado, Karadsheh 
hasn’t brewed on a commercial 
scale. He’s kept in practice on 

a small setup he built in a gazebo at his 
home. Down a few steps from the garden 

is Karadsheh’s office-cum-laboratory, 
outfitted with a hotplate and pots, beak-
ers and vials, a jug of living Scottish ale 
yeast that looks disgusting and smells like 
heaven, hops, and plastic cabinets filled 
with a dozen varieties of malted barley. 
Beer, like bread, requires recipes laid out 
like formulas with specific ratios, weights, 
and cooking times for all the ingredients. 
Mathematical skills matter. At UC Davis’ 
brewing school, the other prerequisites 
were biology, chemistry, and physics.

The science isn’t everything, though. 
As he shows me the barley, he scoops a 
handful and tells me to try some. The 
grains are hard and husky and when each 
type cracks between my teeth a distinct 
flavor explodes. Some malts taste of coffee, 
others oatmeal. Toffee is common, as 
is honey. Karadsheh has spent six years 
learning these flavors, trying them in 
combination, discovering how they taste 
with certain strains of yeast and different 
varieties of hops. It’s this understanding 
that turns the scientific recipes into crea-
tions of his own.

One day as we drive from the brewery 
and enter Amman, Karadsheh says he’s 
seen signs he should return to Boulder be-
fore he makes his first beer at the brewery. 
There was a guy wearing a University of 
Colorado T-shirt, which he’s never seen 
here. A DJ discussed Colorado on the 
radio. And, most of all, a friend wants him 
in town for the birth of his first child. He 
doesn’t know why he needs to go, but the 
signs shouldn’t be ignored. “It could be re-
connecting with an ex-girlfriend. It could 
be a lost love,” he says as he winds around 
traffic. “But it’s probably about beer. 
Maybe I’m supposed to drink a bunch of 
microbrews before I set my recipe.” 

Follow Carakale’s progress at  
www.facebook.com/Carakale.Beers
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